EP-AB003 WLAN-Amplifier for use in the 2,4GHz Uplink for QO-100
The EP-AB003 is a cheap chinese 2,4 GHz WIFI-Amplifier which can be used for the Uplink of the
new geostationary satellite QO-100 (Es Hail Sat 2).
The amplifier is advertised with 8W, but this is whishful thinking. After having a look inside the PA
you see two transitors in parallel. Each is capable of about 2,5W at the 1dB compression point.
Thus 4 W output is much more realistic.
The PA has to be driven with 250 – 350mW to bring maximum output power. (It is very forgiving –
I accendtally inserted 2000 mW for a very short time and the PA survived ;-) )
In the internet there are some proposals for modifications, which I want to present here. I also give
my very personal suggestion for each mod.
Here an overview image of the PA opend up with a few modifiaction:

1. Deactivation of the HF-Vox, thus the PA is all the time in TX mode. (In my opinion not
needed)
This is just a solder bridge over two contacts of the switching circuit:

In my opinion this modification is not necessary. The PA switches extremly fast (which is necessary
for WLAN), thus SSB and CW is no problem. I self made some QSOs with the unmodified PA and
there is not distorsion od the signal and in deed no difference to the signal after modification.

2. Removing and/or bridging the input switching diode (only useful if you have very low
driving power - < 200mW)
If you have more than 200mW of driver power you rather rise the driving power up to 350mW to
get the maximum output.
(I accidentally sent into the PA with 2W for very short time and there was no damage – thus you can
experiment without fear to find the best driving power)

3. Avoid voltage drop by adding a seperate cabeling (very easy – very slight improvement)

4. Removing and/or bridging the output switching diode (you get 0,5-1dB but this is not a
piece of cake)
This mod is challenging because you deal with very small SMD. I did just bridge the output diode
because it is much easier than to desolder it and it is potentialy reversable.

Now you can decide wether to mod the PA at all or what mods are suitable for your needs.
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